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Abstract
Recently, graph-based algorithms have drawn much attention because of their
impressive success in semi-supervised scenarios. For better model performance,
previous studies learn to transform the topology of the input graph. However,
these works only focus on optimizing the original nodes and edges, leaving the
direction of augmenting existing data unexplored. In this paper, by simulating the
generation process of graph signals, we propose a novel heuristic pre-processing
technique, namely ELectoral COllege (ELCO), which automatically expands new
nodes and edges to refine the label similarity within a dense subgraph. Substantially
enlarging the original training set with high-quality generated labeled data, our
framework can effectively benefit downstream models. To justify the generality and
practicality of ELCO, we couple it with the popular Graph Convolution Network
and Graph Attention Network to extensively perform semi-supervised learning
evaluations on three standard datasets. In all setups tested, our method boosts the
average score of base models by a large margin of 4 points, as well as consistently
outperforms the state-of-the-art. Please find our code at https://github.com/
RingBDStack/ELCO.
1 Introduction
Numerous real-world data can be represented as graphs, e.g., social networks [18], citation net-
works [29], knowledge graphs [22], and protein-interaction networks [6]. In many cases, large-scale
annotated data is expensive to obtain. The so-called graph-based Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL),
which holds promise to bootstrap applications even with limited supervision, has therefore attracted
increasing research interest.
Earlier works develop the classical regularization methods, which achieve SSL by smoothing fea-
ture representations or model predictions over local neighborhoods using explicit regularization
schemes [2, 13, 15, 32]. Although this direction has been well studied, a later thread of algorithms,
namely graph convolution network methods, has demonstrated state-of-the-art performance and
drawn much attention [3, 11, 26]. By utilizing various aggregation strategies, these models selectively
fuse the local features of the graph into the hidden representations of its target nodes. To further
perform downstream tasks, the hidden layers are coupled with specific task layers [11, 26]. One com-
mon characteristic of these two strands of models is that, they both adopt the presence of smoothness
within the graph structure as a basic assumption.
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Recently, to better exploit annotated resources, some studies propose to modify the topology of the
input graph. For instance, DropEdge [20] prevents excessive smoothing by simplifying edges (i.e.,
randomly dropping a certain number of edges from the given graph); Abu-El-Haija et al. [1] adjust
the local distribution of nodes by repeatedly mixing neighbourhoods at various scales; Yang at el. [28]
restructure the graph based on modularity, thus strengthening the intra-community connections but
reducing the inter-community ones. However, to the best of our knowledge, all such methods are
limited within handling the existing graph topology.
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Figure 1: An illustrated example of ELCO. G1 = {n1, · · · , n5}
and G2 = {n6, · · · , n9} are two dense subgraphs/clusters. The
color of node ni denotes its label Cni ∈ {1, · · · , |C|}, and
the upper left bar of each node shows the node attributes (with
noise [10]). Labeled elector nodes N1 and N2 are obtained by ag-
gregating node attributes and inheriting labels from their clusters.
In this paper, we explore a novel
research direction for the first
time, which aims to expand the
original graph by generating new
nodes and edges. More con-
cretely, our ELectoral COllege
(ELCO) framework, which is
inspired by the widely-known
Electoral College system of the
United States, first identifies
dense subgraphs (constituency
divisions) through overlapping
clustering algorithms. Con-
sequently, for each subgraph,
by jointly considering node at-
tributes and edge links, it gen-
erates an elector node (elector)
with attribute and label learned via the originally labeled voter nodes (voters). Lastly, ELCO connects
elector nodes with their corresponding voter nodes, yielding an updated graph. As pointed out by
Yang et al. [28], for a given graph, higher overall label similarity within the same dense subgraphs in-
dicates better performance in subsequent tasks. From the generative perspective of graph signals (see
§ 2), theoretically and empirically we justify that our newly-generated graph is superior to the original
one in terms of the aforementioned similarity. In addition, we find that our simple pre-processing
technique also strengthens the class separability of node attributes (we further empirically confirm
this claim in § 4.3). For instance, Fig. 1 illustrates a toy sample of the augmented graph based on
the Cora dataset [29], from which we observe that the attribute class separability of {N1, N2} is
much stronger than that of any voter node pair (i.e., {ni, nj} ⊂ G1 ∪G2). Therefore, by producing a
high-quality augmented training set, ELCO generally renders the performance of subsequent SSL
models stronger.
To validate the practical usefulness of ELCO, we perform extensive evaluations on the SSL benchmark
with three standard datasets. Coupled with two popular models (i.e., Graph Convolutional Network
(GCN) and Graph Attention Network (GAT)), our method significantly improves the performance
of the base algorithms and constantly outperforms the state-of-the-art. Moreover, we conduct
comprehensive experiments and statistical analyses to understand the mechanism of our method.
In summary, the contribution of this work is four-fold.
• We propose the first algorithm which learns to expand the original training set with new
nodes and edges.
• By simulating the generation process of graph signals, theoretically and empirically the new
data augmented by our method is shown to exhibit high quality.
• This pre-processing technique is fully agnostic to the input typologies and the subsequent
systems, thus can be coupled with various graph-based SSL models.
• In the extensive evaluations of SSL on three standard datasets, our method consistently
enhances two popular base algorithms and sets new state-of-the-art performance.
2 Background
For notation purposes, we first formalize the data structure of graph. Next, we introduce a generative
viewpoint for graph signals, which is crucial for obtaining further theoretical insights regarding the
proposed algorithm.
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Figure 2: Overview of the ELCO pipeline.
Data structure of graph. Formally, a attributed graph G (either directed or undirected) can be
denoted as {V,E,X, Y }, where V = {vi} is a set of |V | vertices in G, E ∈ Rn×n is adjacency
relationships between vertices representing the topology ofG (i.e., the edge set of V ×V ),X ∈ Rn×d
is the d-dimensional attribute matrix, and Y ∈ Rn×k records the outcome/prediction vectors (with k
classes for each vertex label). ∀e(vi,vj) 6= 0, e(vi,vj) ∈ E denotes there is an edge between vi and
vj , otherwise e(vi,vj) = 0. In particular, when G is a directed graph or E contains edge weights,
e(vi,vj) 6= e(vj ,vi). As a matrix with vertex/node attributes, the ith row in X corresponds to the
specific attribute of vi, which can be regarded as a feature vector with signals from d different
channels. Given yi is a discrete one-hot label vector in matrix Y , it also corresponds to vertex vi and
the ith row of X .
A generative view of graph. Early works often treat the graph data as a fixed observation [24, 27].
However, recent studies show that this perspective has limitations, e.g., in Fig. 1 we see that the
observation of P (X|Y ) may contain non-negligible noise. Similarly, in practice node attributes and
edge links may not correspond to the likelihood of label similarity, i.e., the observation of P (E|X,Y )
can be far from the golden distribution, especially in the SSL setting (with only a small number of
labeled nodes available) [10, 24]. For a better real-world approximation, researchers start to view
graph data as signals generated from the ground-truth node attributes X and labels Y , which can be
described by the following factorization of the joint distribution [14]:
P (E,X, Y ) = P (E|X,Y )P (Y |X)P (X), (1)
where the given graphG is treated as a observation of P (E,X, Y ), and P (E|X,Y ) is the conditional
probability of E given X and Y . Because X and Y are not independent, based on the conditional
probability formula we have
P (E,X, Y ) = P (E|X,Y )P (X|Y )P (Y ), (2)
where X can be regarded as the generated data using Y .
3 Methodology
By implying the widely-adopted assumption of existing graph-based SSL models, i.e., labels exhibit
smoothness along the graph edges [24, 27] (cf. § 1), Yang et al. [28] propose a criterion to assess
training samples, which is highly correlated to the subsequent modeling performance:
Criterion C : The more nodes in the same dense subgraphs are likely to share similar labels, the
better the performance of downstream algorithms will achieve.
This criterion, which is intuitively obvious given the observed presence of graph node communities,
has been empirically validated by the experiments of Yang et al. [28]. Therefore, the ultimate
objective of our algorithm boils to: compared with the original graph G, the augmented data should
satisfies Criterion C equally well, or even better.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, to achieve this goal, in the first step (§ 3.1) we learn to partition the original
graph into different dense subgraphs (i.e., clusters). Next, for each cluster, we automatically generate
an elector node (§ 3.2), whose attributes can be regarded as the multiple sampling results on attributes
of existing voter nodes. Considering the fact that multiple sampling of distribution can stabilize its
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posterior probability, compared with voter nodes, elector nodes naturally have better class separability
in terms of attributes (which is empirically proven by answering Question 1 in § 4.3). Consequently,
while labels of some elector nodes that can be directly inherited from the voter nodes, the labels of
remaining elector nodes can also be roughly determined even with a very simple classifier. Lastly
(§ 3.3), since most edges between elector nodes and their corresponding voter nodes can maintain
label consistency, the updated graphG′ is deemed to have high quality (cf. Criterion C ) and has much
larger volume than the original G, thus effectively benefiting subsequent graph-based algorithms.
By answering Question 2 in § 4.3, we further present valid evidence to show that in terms of the
satisfaction of Criterion C , G′ is even better than G.
One high-level view of the entire ELCO pipeline is that, it is actually a continuation of the original
generation process of the given graph G (cf. § 2). As discussed in § 2, G is generated by a random
process with X and Y as initial signals. If X ′ and Y ′ are generated from X and Y based on a specific
strategy, then P (X ′|Y ′)P (Y ′) = P (X|Y )P (Y ). Meanwhile, the new edges in E′ can be viewed as
an extension or self-loop of E. Therefore, in essence, the G′ generated by ELCO also uses X and Y
as the initial signals, thus can be regarded as the second generation of G.
We detail the pipeline of the proposed ELCO as follows.
3.1 Constituency Division: Substructure-based Overlapping Clustering
In real-world scenarios, it is quite common that a node belongs to multiple communities (dense
subgraphs), e.g., an author publishes a highly impacted paper on machine learning theory, which
may get cited by different communities such as computer vision and natural language processing.
Therefore, different from Yang et al. [28] who utilize non-overlapping partitioning approaches, in this
paper we identify subgraphs thorough overlapping clustering, which can be classified as a community
detection technique. More concretely, we adopt a robust and noise-tolerate substructure-based tool,
namely Ego-Splitting [5]. The workflow of Ego-Splitting is two-phased (please refer to Appendix A
for more detailed descriptions). In its first phase, Ego-Splitting learns to cluster nodes within local
regions. To handle nodes belonging to multiple neighborhoods, it will create personas for each
cluster. In the second phase, Ego-Splitting performs a standard global clustering and re-associates the
personas whose sources are same. We denote the resulting set of dense subgraphs as S′.
3.2 Electoral College: High-Level Information Diffusion
From the aforementioned generative perspective of graph, original voter nodes in a cluster Cm ∈ S′
become |Cm| samples from the golden distribution of attributes. Similarly, the attributes of the
corresponding elector node xci ∈ Xc can be generated through multiple samplings, i.e., aggregating
the attributes of voter nodes as
xci =
∑
vj∈Cm xvj
|Cm| , xvj ∈ X (3)
where Xc denotes the attribute matrix of all elector nodes, and Y c is for the label matrix, likewise.
To determine the values of Y c, we proceed our discussions case by case.
"Winner takes all". For each elector node, if its voter nodes are from the original training set, i.e.,
have annotated labels, then it can straightforward inherit the dominating (i.e., most numerous) label,
such that
yci = [0, · · · , 1︸︷︷︸
j
, · · · , 0], nj = max(n0, · · · , nk), (4)
where np (p = 0, · · · , k) is the occurrence of the pth kind of label observed in Cm. We use Y cobs to
denote the label matrix of this category of elector nodes. In practice, we find applying the additional
constraint of nj ≥ 2 can guarantee the reliability of assigned labels.
"Birds of a feather flock together". However, only a small portion (e.g., roughly 1/3 in the Cora
dataset) of electors nodes can be directly labeled using Eq. (4). For other electors nodes, we find that
the label propagation paradigm leads to unsatisfactory results, mainly due to two reasons: on the one
hand, real-world graphs (e.g., Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed [29]) are often not fully connected, so many
nodes cannot receive the broadcast of training labels; on the other hand, long-range dependencies
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may bring much noise. As theoretically explained by [8], the stability of Eq. (3) will get strengthened
if the number of samplings increases, and Xc will thereupon exhibit stronger class separability (of
attributes). This property inspires us to attempt a novel self-learning scheme to handle unlabeled
elector nodes. To begin with, we learn a simple binary classifier based on the already-labeled elector
nodes (i.e., the union of electors nodes labeled in the last paragraph and those labeled in the previous
iterations). Next, after predicting on-the-fly labels using this classifier, we filter out the elector nodes
whose labels are assigned with probability lower than a given “labeling threshold”. The above two
steps are iteratively performed to produce enough elector nodes with high-quality predicted labels.
We use Y cpred for the corresponding label matrix and that Y
c
rem for that of the remaining unlabeled
elector nodes. We fill Y crem with zeros.
3.3 Graph Augmentation and Downstream Coupling
By merging high-quality labeled elector nodes into G, we obtain the updated graph G′ =
{V ′, E′, X ′, Y ′}, where V ′ = V ∪ V c, V c = V cobs ∪ V cpred ∪ V crem is the set of elector nodes,
X ′ = X||Xc, Y ′ = Y ||Y c, E′ = E ∪ {e(vi,vcj )}, vi ∈ V, vcj ∈ V c, and vi ∈ Cj . Apart from the
significantly enlarged volume, another outstanding advantage of G′ is that, for each dense graph,
as elector node becomes the common neighbor of all its voter nodes (i.e., they are linked with new
edges), the maximum distance between any two nodes becomes 2, i.e., long-range dependencies get
generally shortened. Empirically, we also observe that G′ exhibits a relatively uniform distribution
of labels and strong class separability of attributes, both of which can facilitate downstream graph
modeling.
Finally, G′ can be fed into subsequent graph-based SSL models, with the single aggregation operation
for vi at depth l be represented as
hli = σ(
∑
j∈Vi∪{ni}
αi,jWh
l−1
j ), (5)
where hli denotes the hidden representation of vi at the lth layer, Vi is the neighbor set of vi, W
is a learnable linear transformation matrix, σ(·) is an element-wise nonlinear activation function,
and αi,j is the evaluation parameter set in feature aggregation (e.g., the attention function of GAT).
Stacking multiple such layers with a task-specific layer yields a Graph Neural Network (GNN) with
the standard architecture, which can be directly applied in downstream SSL scenarios.
4 Experiments
Following previous studies [11, 26, 29], we demonstrate the effectiveness of ELCO on the widely-
adopted semi-supervised node classification benchmark. In practice, the amount of labels in graph
data is often orders of magnitude smaller than that of all nodes, i.e., |Yobs|  |Y − Yobs|. To mitigate
this issue, graph-based semi-supervised node classification aims to predict the labels of large-scale
nodes with a small training set (V,E,X, Yobs). There exist settings for this task, namely transductive
learning and inductive learning, which are different in the information visibility. While the former
can fully observe and utilize X in both learning and inference stages, the latter is blocked from partial
information (i.e., the features of unlabeled vertices) during the learning stage but are fed with the
complete dataset during testing. In this paper, we focus on the transductive learning.
4.1 Setup
Datasets. Our evaluation is based on three datasets (i.e., Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed [29] [11] [26])
which are the de facto standards for assessing graph-based SSL algorithms. They are all sampled
Table 1: Summary of the graph datasets.
Data #Nodes #Edges #Features #Classes #Train #Validation #Test
Cora 2708 5429 1433 7 140 500 1000
Citeseer 3327 4732 3703 6 120 500 1000
Pubmed 19717 44388 500 3 60 500 1000
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via citation networks, where nodes are for research publications and edges for the citation relation.
In Cora and Citeseer, node attributes are represented as bag-of-words, while Pubmed uses TF-IDF
weights. For a fair comparison, we adopt the same training/validation/testing splits as Yang at el. [29],
Kipf and Welling [11], and Velickovic et al. [26]. Table 1 shows the detailed statistics of the datasets.
Models. To justify the generality of ELCO, we respectively integrate it with GCN and GAT as they
are the two most popular graph-based SSL methods in the GNN community.
GCN [11], which is proposed by Kipf and Welling, successfully bridges the gap between spectral and
spatial methods. Thanks to its scalability, GCN can efficiently learn node representation by encoding
adjacency matrix and node attributes.
GAT [26], which is developed by Velickovic et al., introduces the multi-head self-attention mechanism
to achieve the multi-channel information interaction of adjacent nodes.
As shown in Table 2, we select seven frequently-cited methods and three recently-published ap-
proaches as our reference baselines. In addition, we include six and three variants of GCN and GAT,
respectively. These selected baselines are not only representative but also very competitive, as some
of them claim state-of-the-art performance, such as [24, 27, 31]. The results of all the listed baselines
are directly duplicated from the corresponding papers.
Parameters. In practice, we find that our proposed ELCO is robust towards configuration variations.
Therefore, we exploit the most straightforward setting for parameters without much fine-tuning. To
be specific, the resolution of the overlapping clustering algorithm (i.e., Ego-Splitting [5, 21]) is set
at 1.0. In the high-level information diffusion step (cf. § 3.2), we utilize the simple GBDT [7] as
our classifier, with a learning rate at 0.25, max depth at 3, and other parameters selected as default.
To ensure the quality of generated labels, we set the number of iterative diffusions and the labeling
threshold at 10 and 0.99, respectively. During all experiments, we terminate the training when the
verification accuracy no longer increases for 2K iterations. Test scores based on the models with the
best verification performance are reported.
Table 2: Accuracy (%) of the node classification benchmark. The highest performance per dataset
is highlighted in bold. The ± error bar denotes the standard deviation in 10 independent trials. ‘-’
means the corresponding value has not been published in the original paper.
Method Cora Citeseer Pubmed
R
ef
er
en
ce
ba
se
lin
es
Gaussian Fields [32] 68.0 45.3 63
Deep-Semi [15] 59.0 59.6 71.7
Manifold Reg. [2] 59.5 60.1 70.7
Deep-Walk [19] 67.2 43.2 65.3
Link-based [13] 75.1 69.1 73.9
Planetoid [29] 75.7 64.7 74.4
MoNet [16] 81.7 - 79.0
SIG-VAE [9] 79.7 70.4 79.3
CurvGN-n [30] 82.7±0.7 72.1±0.6 79.2±0.5
GIL [27] 86.2 74.1 83.1
G
C
N
-b
as
ed
m
et
ho
ds
Chebyshev [3] 81.2 69.8 74.4
TAGCN [4] 83.3 72.5 79.0
TO-GCN [28] 83.1 72.7 79.5
DGCN [33] 83.5 72.6 80.0
ConfGCN [25] 82.0±0.3 72.7±0.7 79.5±0.5
LSM_GCN [14] 82.5±0.2 74.4±0.3 77.9±0.4
GCN [11] 81.5 70.3 79.0
ELCO-GCN(Ours) 85.6±0.4 75.7±0.3 83.2±0.4
G
A
T-
ba
se
d
m
et
ho
ds
LSM_GAT [14] 82.9±0.3 73.1±0.5 77.6±0.7
GAT128+GAM* [24]1 85.0 73.6 -
ADSF-RWR [31] 85.4±0.3 74.3±0.4 81.2±0.3
GAT [26] 83.0±0.7 72.5±0.7 79.0±0.3
ELCO-GAT(Ours) 87.6±0.5 76.7±0.4 83.7±0.4
1In particular, GAT128+GAM uses 128 hidden units, which is more than the original GAT (16).
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4.2 Main Results
Table 2 reports the results of our baseline methods, base algorithms (GCN and GAT), and ELCO-
enhanced models (ELCO-GCN and ELCO-GAT). To reduce randomness, we run each model for
10 independent trials and calculate the average score and standard deviation. On all the three
datasets, ELCO-GAT consistently sets new state-of-the-art performance, with margins of 0.6% to
3.3% compared with the best baselines which are not coupled with ELCO. Before being stacked with
ELCO, the base GCN is 1.2% inferior to GAT on average; after the data augmentation, ELCO-GCN
still falls behind ELCO-GAT. However, compared with other baseline methods, ELCO-GCN ranks
second on Citeseer and Pubmed and fourth on Cora, exhibiting strong competitiveness. Please note
that, neither GCN nor GAT achieves outstanding accuracies compared with their strong counterparts:
more concretely, even the original GAT cannot rank within the top three (with ELCO-enhanced
models excluded) on any dataset. This fact emphases the substantial effectiveness of ELCO.
When calculating the specific accuracy enhancement brought by ELCO, we witness very significant
4.1% to 5.4% and 4.2% to 4.7% increases for GCN and GAT, respectively. Put these increments in
the context: among all the other GCN-based approaches, the range of performance gain over GCN is
-4.6% to 4.1%; among all the other GAT-based ones, it is -1.4% to 2.4% over GAT. It is therefore
recommended that ELCO be adopted as a standard by graph-based SSL pipelines.
4.3 Further Discussion
In order to obtain more insights for our proposed methods, we perform experiments to investigate the
following research questions:
Question 1: Do elector nodes have better attribute class separability than voter nodes?
Question 2: Is G′ superior to G in terms of their satisfaction of Criterion C ?
Vo
te
r n
od
es
Cora
El
ec
to
r n
od
es
Citeseer Pubmed
Figure 3: The visualization results of the attributes of the original nodes and the elector nodes after
the dimension reduction by using t-sne. The denser the nodes with the same label and the more
scattered the nodes with different labels, the stronger the class separability of attributes.
Table 3: Results of attribute class separability comparisons.
(a) Error Rate of Linear Classifier (L2).
Cora Citeseer Pubmed
original node 28.23 32.46 13.14
elector node 4.41 6.37 5.65
(b) Classification accuracy (%) of GBDT.
Cora Citeseer Pubmed
original node 76.63 74.45 85.43
elector node 91.51 88.38 99.97
To begin with, in Fig. 3 we visualize (original) voter nodes and (generated) elector nodes with
attributes as axes. While the former seem more crisscross, the latter exhibit clearer “community
borders", demonstrating that elector nodes have better class separability of attributes. For more
rigours comparisons, we leverage two widely-adopted metrics. Firstly, for voter and elector nodes we
measure the Error Rate of Linear Classifier (L2), which is the direct estimation of separability [12]
(lower L2 means better separability). As shown in Table 3a, on all datasets elector nodes yield
significantly-lower L2, indicating their overall separability is much better. In addition, we investigate
a task-driven metric, i.e., to see if node attributes can be precisely classified with a simple model. In
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Figure 4: Distribution of per cluster dominating label proportion. X-axes denote the proportion of
nodes which have the dominating label in each cluster.
Table 3b, we observe an average accuracy gap of 14.5%, meaning that elector nodes are easier to get
classified with attribute information. Note that the classifier chosen is GBDT, which is consistent
with our implementation of ELCO. Consequently, results in Table 3b also proves that the generated
elector nodes are of high quality. The above empirically gives a positive answer for Question 1.
Next, to assess the label similarity within a dense subgraph, we design a straightforward experiment,
which counts the percentage of dominating labels in each cluster partitioned by ELCO (cf. § 3.1). We
parallel evaluate the original G and the updated G′, and plot the occurrence densities of dominating
label proportion in Fig. 4. On all datasets tested, compared with the curves in G, those in G′ have
higher peaks and are more right-gathered, implying that a larger proportion of nodes with subgraphs
share the same labels, e.g., for the Cora dataset, more than 50% of the clusters have 100% of the
labels to be the same (i.e., the proportion of dominating labels is 1). We thereupon verify that ELCO
enhances the label similarity, i.e., reply yes to Question 2.
5 Related Work
Generative graph-based SSL models. Due to the inherent uncertainty of real-world graphs [17],
the community has witnessed an increasing interest in analyzing graphs with generative models.
For example, Stretcu et al. [24] combine deep learning and label propagation, and utilize extra
components to determine the label sharing between nodes. Ma et al. [14] exploit scalable variational
inference to approximate the Bayesian posterior of the joint distribution of node features, predictions,
and graph structure. Similarly, based on encapsulating attributes, paths, and local graph structures,
Xu et al. [27] propose a graph inference learning framework to model node labels topologically. In
addition, Ye et al. [30] leverage discrete graph curvature to measure to what extent the neighborhoods
of a node pair are structurally related.
Topological refinement algorithms. On the other hand, some authors attempt to reduce the impact
of the aforesaid uncertainty by adjusting the topology of graph. DropEdge [20] randomly removes
edges to prevent excessive smoothing. The model of Abu-El-Haija et al. [1] mixes the features of
multi-hop neighbors by short-circuiting distant nodes. Li et al. [28] adjust both inter-community
and intra-community edges to optimize the graph topology. Shi et al. [23] maximize consistency
for aggregate information by aligning networks at both topological and semantic levels. Jiang et
al. [10] incorporate a robust norm feature learning mechanism with graph convolution for SSL with
constraints.
To our knowledge, ELCO is the first approach to bridge the gap between graph generative models and
topological refinement algorithms, which improves the original graph by adding high-quality nodes
generated through joint modeling structure and attribute signals.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective ELCO framework, which boosts the performance
of graph-based SSL models by augmenting training resources. As the first attempt to expand the
existing typology, our pipeline can be regarded as a continued graph generation process based on the
input information. Aiming to strengthen the label similarity within dense subgraphs, ELCO generates
high-quality nodes, which also exhibit refined class separability of attributes. Results of extensive
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evaluations indicate that this generic pre-processing technique can dramatically enhance the base
algorithms and further outperform state-of-the-art baselines. Followup experiments and analyses
present more insights regarding the superiority of ELCO. In the future, we will test ELCO in more
setups, as well as explore other graph augmentation strategies.
Broader Impact
The ELCO framework significantly boosts the performance of graph-based semi-supervised models,
thus benefiting real-world applications which process graph data, e.g., social networks, sensor
networks, and molecular structures. Apart from the node classification task which is tested, ELCO
may be further applied in a wider spectrum of tasks, including link prediction, data completion, and
graph generation.
Apart from a generic augmentation algorithm for graph data, our method can also be regarded as
a novel approach to exploiting the existing internal dependencies in low-resource scenarios. Thus,
if a specific task from other research fields (e.g., natural language processing, computer vision,
data mining, etc.) involves data with characteristics of graph signals, e.g., smoothness/similarity of
features within neighboring regions, then ELCO can be possibly adopted.
Please also be aware of some known risks and limitations of our framework. Firstly, when the given
graph is too sparse or its internal connections are close to saturation, ELCO may fail to provide
satisfactory results, i.e., the augmented data is too few or has low quality. Besides, without explicit
mechanisms to handle bias originally introduced by the input, ELCO may yield biased output. Lastly,
since the generation of new nodes depends on dense subgraphs, an excessive number of such structures
may bring considerable computational overhead.
We would encourage researchers to explore further applications of our method. To mitigate the
aforementioned risks and limitations and improve the real-world usability of ELCO, we also welcome
all kinds of improvements and enhancements from any research field.
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A Substructre-based Overlapping Clustering
In this paper, the overlapping clustering algorithm we use to obtain dense graphs is Ego-Splitting [5].
As discussed in § 3.1, it boils into performing non-overlapping clustering in two phases. Compared
with the fully-connected graph which the original implementation of Ego-Splitting handles, in our
study we make some adaptations as citation networks can be non-fully-connected. The resulting
pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Ego-Splitting for citation networks
Data: input graph G = {V,E}, vertex set V , edge set E, number of independent connected
subgraph in G Nsub.
Result: cluster set S′.
1 for i← 1 to Nsub do
2 V subi , E
sub
i ← Gsubi ;
3 for j ← 1 to |V subi | do
4 ego− net(vsubi,j )← local clustering Al(V subi , Esubi , vsubi,j ) ;
5 if vsubi,j in n ego− nets then
6 create n− 1 personas in V p ;
7 split edges of vsubi,j to its personas and form E
p ;
8 end
9 end
10 S′′i ← global clustering Ag(V p, Ep) ;
11 for j ← |S′′i | do
12 Ci,j(C
′
i,j) = {v ∈ V subi |∃k s.t. vk ∈ C ′i,j , C ′i,j ∈ S′′i } ;
13 end
14 end
15 S′ = {C(C ′)|C ′ ∈ S′′}
B Comparing Training Processes
To compare the optimization processes before and after applying the ELCO technique, we record the
node classification performance at each epoch when conducting experiments in § 4.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the classification accuracy convergence curves of ELCO-enhanced (blue)
and original (red) models on the three tested datasets. X-axes are for # of epochs.
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Fig. 5 plots the variation curves of classification accuracy on three test sets during training. When
the scores gradually tend to converge (>50 epochs), we observe that the curves of ELCO-GCN and
ELCO-GAT are stably above those of GCN and GAT, respectively. This phenomenon demonstrates
that the effectiveness of ELCO is robust during the whole training process.
C Ablation Studies on the Self-learning Module
To see how the composition of nodes fed into the simple classifier (i.e., GBDT) affects the prediction
accuracy when generating Y cpred in § 3.2, we conduct ablation studies on various versions of samples:
already-labeled elector nodes (i.e., our implemented version), annotated voter nodes in G, and the
mixture of both. Following our setup in § 4, we set the labeling threshold at 0.99.
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Figure 6: The prediction accuracy growth of GBDT with different training node compositions.
Elector nodes only, voter nodes only and mixed nodes are denoted using red, green and blue lines,
respectively.
As illustrated in Fig. 6, training with voter nodes only cannot even converge (i.e., the binary classi-
fication accuracy is always around 0.5 and non-growing). We identify the unsatisfactory attribute
class separability as the main cause: it makes training a simple classifier unrealistic. If elector nodes
are used for training GBDT, we can see that a large number of high-quality labeled nodes can get
harvested through iterative training, thanks to the strong class separability (cf. § 4.3). If we mix two
types of nodes, the self-learning process can achieve convergence, but the final prediction accuracy
still significantly falls behind our implemented setting, i.e., using elector nodes only.
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